
GROW Tier Package



Our platform empowers you to optimize your 
marketing, pricing, staffing, inventory, and 
expansion strategies through a range of 
innovative features. With DYNE, you can make 
data-driven decisions, improve operational 
efficiency, and stay ahead of the competition.

About DYNE
DYNE offers a powerful and comprehensive 
solution designed to drive success for 
restaurants and hospitality businesses.



We provide you with the tools to optimize 
pricing, streamline operations, enhance 
customer satisfaction, and make 
data-driven decisions. Our GROW Tier 
empowers you to achieve remarkable 
growth by optimizing pricing, streamlining 
operations, enhancing customer 
satisfaction, and making data-driven 
decisions. 

GROW Tier
DYNE's GROW Tier is the key to unlocking 
exponential business growth. 



Informed Pricing 
Decisions
Make data-driven pricing decisions 

by integrating future data sources 

like weather, events, foot traffic, and 

restaurant data.

Real-Time Price 
Optimization
With automatic price adjustments 

based on demand and integration 

with POS systems, you can adapt 

your pricing strategy in real-time.

Dynamic Pricing
Designed to optimize pricing and drive profits

Informed Pricing 
Decisions
Make data-driven pricing 

decisions by integrating future 

data sources like weather, events, 

foot traffic, and restaurant data.



AI-Powered 
Demand 
Forecasting
Predict demand patterns more 

accurately to prevent over-staffing 

or under-stocking. 

Integration with 
Supply-Side 
Partners
Automate staffing and inventory 

ordering by integrating with 

supply-side partners like 7Shifts, 

SevenRooms, MarketMan, and 

Sysco.

Staffing and Inventory
Engineered to improve efficiency and streamline operations



Proactive Customer 
Feedback 
Management
Map keywords to campaigns, to 

generate personalized coupons for 

loyal customers or send apologies 

to unhappy customers.

Enhanced 
Personalization
Leverage customer sentiment data 

for personalized campaigns that 

connect with your audience to 

improve customer experiences and 

increase engagement.

Customer Sentiment Retarget
Built to enhance engagement with customers



Informed Pricing 
Decisions
Make data-driven pricing decisions 

by integrating future data sources 

like weather, events, foot traffic, and 

restaurant data.

Next Best Action Recommendations
Developed to help you make informed decisions

Data-Driven 
Decision-Making
With quantitative and qualitative 

insights tailored to each level of 

DYNE user, leverage actionable 

recommendations to drive success 

across your organization. 

Organization-Wide 
Relevance
Ensure that relevant insights and 

recommendations are accessible to 

every level of your organization, from 

servers to operations directors.



Integrations
Stay connected with a network of restaurant technology.

Meta Google Twilio OpenAI

Clover Toast Yelp Oracle Micros 
& Simphony

7Shifts UberEats MarketMan

Square

Microsoft 
Azure

TapMangoFourth 
(HotSchedules)



164%+
Increased ad click-through 
rate to POS order

55%+
Revenue boost in sales

3+ Month
Future looking customer 
demand data

Success Metrics

66%+
New customer audience 
growth

15%+
Less inventory and 
staffing costs

79%+
Faster Expansion



support@dyneapp.ca

Email Address

www.dyneapp.ca

Website

(604)-818-6637

Phone Number

Contact Us

mailto:support@dyneapp.ca
http://www.dyneapp.ca


Thank you!


